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� e 2015 Spring-Summer collection by ZILLI is a festival of colour. Naturally elegant, contemporary and refreshing, this season’s 
look is easy to wear and is easy to wear.

� e iconic jacket is available in a wide range of colours, including a palette of blues (cerulean, aquamarine, electric, cobalt, navy…) 
and a range of new styles, including a straight-cut model in a luminous metallic blue, which shows off  to perfection the mastery at 
work in the Lyon workshops.
A turquoise lambskin model boasts tone-on-tone crocodile facing.

A Royal blue houndstooth on the shoulders, cuff s and pockets of an electric blue lambskin jacket, and again on a fi tted model with 
button-down pockets and contrasting leather collar.
Spotted with yellow and pale green leather, the Majorelle blue suede calfskin jacket sporting a multicolour lining is equally suited for 
the city life or beachside holiday, as are the light silk “rainbow” models with leather shoulder inserts that emphasize the raglan cut. 
� e unlined Havana jacket, light and casual in suede calfskin, is cut like a shirt, to be matched with a pair of Bermuda and the 
stingray – in moccasins or sandals.

Echoing this bright palette, knitwear is skilfully exquisite. Polo shirts are created on double layers of canvas in contrasting shades 
that play with the light, turquoise vests sport with “trompe-l’œil” printed leather panels, while round-necked sweaters have been 
spray-painted by hand.
ZILLI fi nishing touches are as elegant as always: crocodile facing on a polo shirt with a revisited collar for a modern dandy look, 
python tabs on a polo shirt in reptile patterned fabric, the baroque-style “Z” on elegant metallic on elegant metallic buttons adds a 
modern feel to the cardigan.

Japanese cotton denim with a stretch lining is also available in this season’s colours, which are carried on the stingray and python 
plaques that are the signature of this collection. 

� is season’s iconic shoes model,  T, has been associated with a towelling interior and is available in navy blue and carmine 
croc, as well as brown or Navy blue suede.
Flexible moccasins with square-grip soles are undoubtedly chic with their red or lavender stingray detailing. � is rare skin has also 
been used in in a range of fl ip-fl ops: wide bands of stingray leather in lavender blue, turquoise straps on sapphire blue fabric, or red 
croc on a bold blue. 

Transformed with a cotton canvas for a chalk-white look, the Richelieu has six eyelets in navy blue with coordinated laces; a pure 
white model stands out with a seam of simple blue stitching. 
With an Opanca seam running as far as the heel, the tri-colour derby has everything that a connoisseur could wish for: pearl grey, 
brown or navy blue toecaps, cognac, beige or bold blue uppers, and brown, red or pearl- grey quarters. 

� e ultimate in elegance has been put into play in the collection of accessories created in the Lyon workshops for contemporary 
living. Lacquered in this season’s shades, metallic elements range in colour from bright blue to a rich orange, bringing a touch of 
contrast to a clutch or tote in ultramarine calfskin – equally at home in the city life or beachside. 
� e briefcase in shades of cognac with contrasting navy stitching. � e height of chic: matching belts with lacquered buckles in 
shades of cognac, orange, ultramarine … 
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